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I ntroduc ti o n
A traveller on the Amazon often meets large quantities of floating plants which
either individually or more or less in big islands are drifting down the river. Sometimes
there are so large quantities of them, mixed with branches ànd trunks, that the motor-
boats have carefully to navigate through them. To his great surprise the onlooker also
notices that often large, densely covered areas at the bank wave up and down according
to the undulation of the river surface and therefore the real bank-line does not agreé
always with the outer margin of the vegetation. Further it is really striking that the
major part of this floating vegetation consists of grasses, and thus the term "Floating
meadows" was coined for it (GessrvER 1959, Manrr¿p 1965, sror,r 1968). This pheno-
menon is unusual for a foreigner because of its novelty and large dimensions; for the
local population, the floating meadows are really of practical importance. On the one
hand the floating grasses are used as cattle fodder, especially during the high water
level when the main part of the pasture-ground is flooded and the reÃaining ár"u, ,r.
destroyed by the tread of the wandering cattle, and they are often the only food for
cattle and horses. Thus grasses drifting down the river are hauled ashore by úoats, and
grass areas in the shoreland lagoons are also regularly cut with machetes from the boats
and collected (o'Rur,r,v srnnxsnnc 1966, wrr,uer,ruv 1966). on the other hand the
region of floating plants offers lots of fish which play an important role for the nourish-
ment of the human population. Especially the pirarucú (Àrapaima gigas), an economi-
cally important and valuable commercial fish, Iikes to stay .ré^. o, beneath the floating
grasses where the inhabitants spear them. Many a times the ,,floating meadows" are á
handicap to the boat-traffic by obstructing narrow canals .or 
-o,rth, of lakes or bygetting entangled in the propellers and rudders. At times boats are also saved from
storms uncler their cover, as the waves are reduced through the entangled stems.
Thus the floating vegetation represents a phenomenon of the Amazonwhich influences
the appearance of the landscape in a very characteristic way and plays an important
role in life of the population.
In books of travels of the last century the floating vegetation is mentioned again and
again (Acesslz 1869, werlece 1889, senucn 1908 and others); detailed infãrmation
or special descriptions, however, are only given in rare cases (Dor,rr, 1877, MrnaNo,e.
1907, srnuco 1908, Le corNrn 1947). A summary of knowledge about the aquatic and
semiaquatic species of the Gramineae-family is presented by Brecr (1g50). lre makes
statements about existence, utilization and state of the single species in the system.
More recent data can be found in G¡ssxen (lg5g), Menrrnn (1965) and srou (i96a).
For the first time Menr,rrn gave quantitative information on the primary production
in the zone of floating plants in Yârzea lakes and on the biomass of the aquatic fauna in
its root sysl.em.
_ 
This paper (Part I) presents the results of observations made on the ecology of the
floating vegetation, while in the second part the quantitative and qualitative Jspects of
the aquatic fauna of this special biotope will be examined. Further; the environmental
factors which have a decisive influence on it wiil be discussed there.
- 
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I. General characterízation of investigati on atea
a) Geological-geographical survey
The geology of the Amazon basin and its marginal territories was treated more
specifically by Karznn (1903), Or.rvn'rne and Lrower.nos (1943), Srorr (1956), and
others. Therefore here only a rough outline will be given.
During the Paleozoic, there was a wide bay of the Pacific Ocean, open to the west
and sealed in the east, which extended between the Archean shields of Guiana and
of Central Brazil. The secliments deposited during Presiluric to Carbonic periods
appear at the earth surface today in the marginal territories of Lower Amazonia along
the fringes of the granite- and gneiss-massiß of Guiana respectively of Central Brazil.
Towards the end of the Neocarbonic period, the sea retreated. During the Mesozoic
the whole territory remained dry and was drained into the Pacific by rivers. In this
period penetrations of diabase took place, which most frequently reached the surface
of the earth in the carboniferous strips of Lower. Amazonia. In the Miocene period the
Andes rose, gradually closing the basin to the west and thus forming a huge inland lake,
which deposited sandy-clayey fresh-water sediments of a thickness up to 300 m. Towards
the end of Pliocene or only in Pleistocene the water masses forced their way towards
the east and the lake drained off into the Atlantic. The Amazonian rain forest of today
developed on the drained lake bottom. The rivers digged their beds into the deposited
soft fresh-water sediments. As an explanation for the striking width of the lower courses
of most affluents'of the Lower Arnazon, Srolr (1956) assumes that the river disposed of
a steeper gradient due to the subsidence of the sea level during the glacial periods by
about 75 to 100 m and thus could work out their deep and wide beds. As the Amazon
basin has only a slight gradient, the raising of the sea to its actual level at the end of
the last glacial period dammed the water masses of the river up till far back in the
countrji. 'So at Manaus _- about 1500 km distant from the Atlantic coast 
- 
the water
level of Rio Negro, according to the season, is only about 14 to 30 m higher than the
sea lewl. This means that the lower courses of the lower Amazonian rivers must be
regarded as drowned valleys which, according to the quantity of sediment transport,
have already been or are still being refilled with recent alluvia by the rivers.
Nature and quantity of sediments as well as transport of dissolved substances are
dependent on the drainage area of the waters. Thus the rivers with an Andean drainage
atea ate strongly loamy-muddy by large quantities of inorganic suspended matter which
is carried along. The transparency of the Amazon, measured with the Secchi-disc, for
example lies only between 25 and 40 cm, the transport of suspended solids being 50 to
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Fig.1:Annuol woter level fluctuotion in Rio Negro ot Monqus
Volley of the Amozon
Fluviql
lslond
ïerroins of recent olluvions
massiß of Central Brazil and the Guianas or from the region of tertiary fresh-water
sediments 
- 
which form the "Terra firme" of the Amazonian flat land 
- 
are trans-
parent and either colourless or deep brown by dissolved humus substances. From this
Storr (1950) deduced the following three water types of Arnazonia.
l. rivers with large quantities of inorganic sediments and loamy-muddy colour :
white-water-rivers (i. g. the Amazon) ;
2. rivers with small quantities of inorganic sediments and transparent, greenish colour :
clear-water-rivers (i. g. Rio Tapajós);
3. rivers with equally small quantities of inorganic sediments but with large quantities
of dissolved humus substances, and brown to red-brown in colour : black-water-
rivers (i. g. Rio Negro).
Especially the white-water-rivers with their great sediment load, filled their broad
valleys up with alluvia in recent times, thus depositing in them a wide alluvial land
which is still subject to continuous overforming and shifting. This alluvial land is called
"Ytúzea".It extends as far as the influence of high water can reach, and at the Soli-
mões-Amazonl) it covers anare of 64,400kmz, with a breadth of 20 to l00km (Lúcro
on Cesrno So¡nrs 1956). Due to seasonal differences in the quantities of rain and to
the melting of snow in the Andes in springtime, the Amazon is subject to strong annual
fluctuations of its water level. Although because of the enormous extension of the
drainage area (more than 7.000 000 kmz) the large affluents often reach their peak
level at different times and thus the amplitude in the main river itself is reduced, the
annual level fluctuations at Manaus nevertheless come up to 16 m (Fig. l).
The great fluctuations of their levels intensify the landscape-forming power of the
rivers, which is due to enormous discharges and to strong currents. At low water level,
approximately from September to January, big and often kilometers-long pieces of the
bluffs covered with vegetation come tumbling down into the river (so-called "terras
caidas"). These land masses are washed away by water and get re-deposited in the
places near the banks protected from the current and often spread over many square-
kilometers. The main mass of the sediments is deposited on the embankments near the
river forming levèes which are covered with trees; behind, the soil slightly slopes away
and gives rise to many lagoons, which can reach a length of more than 100 km and a
width up to 40 km and extend land inward to the terra firme-side. In this way the typical
ví,rzea-landscape develops with a nearly incalculable, continuoúsly changing complex
of lakes, islands and canals (Fig. 2). 
t
There are close relations between the chemistry of the waters and that of their
drainage areas. Thus the chemistry of the Arr,azon is influenced by the Andes, by the
intensive activity of erosion in the mountains and also by relatively large amounts of
electrolytes being washed out of the weathering crust together with large quantities of
fresh sediments. This means that the annual high waters also lead to a continuous new
supply of electrolytes in the inundated area which makes the vârzea look completely
different from the'surrounding terra fi.rme in regard to the composition of the flora
(Hunrn 1909, Ducrn andBr-.lcr 1953, Huecr 1966 a.o.). The Amazon waterhas a
1) From the mouth of the Atlantic to the mouth of Rio Negro the Amazon is called Amazon,











content of electrolytes of about 60 ¡1526 and a pH of about6,8, whereasthewatersof
the surrounding tertiary terra firme are acidic and remarkably poor in electrolytes (elec-
trical conductivity of B-12 ¡.1526; pH around 4,5).
b) Climate
The climate of the middle Amazon is characterized by a distinct, relatively dry ,,sum-
mer" and a raíny "winter" (Fig. 3), as the respective seasons are called. The dry period
lasts from Juty to September, and the wet season form December to May. The months
of June, October, and November form a transition period between these seasons. The
higher rainfall, as well as the number of rainy days are remarkably higher in the wet
season than in the dry season. Both curves in the graph run approximately parallel to
each other (Fig. 3). The average rainfall amounts to 2127 mm (mean of 25 years).
The large extent of water areas, the closed cover of virgin forest and the frequent
rainfalls imply a high content of atmospheric humidity. In April the relative atmospheric
moisture is around 82,3o/o, and in September it is around 73,7o/o (Rnrxxn 1962). The
decréase in precipitation during the dry period is expressed also in the amount of
atmospheric humidity.
This everlasting humid air on the Amazon-lowland prevents on the one hand an
extreme rise of temperature'during the day, as it happens in dry tropical climates, but
on the other hand there is a strong irradiation at night, so that the temperature only
slightly decreases. The daily variation is in the order of B-10' C, Scunöor'n (1955).
Considering the high atmospheric humidity the fall of temperature is sufficient for an
important dew-fall in the early morning hours during the dry period. In Manaus the
mean annual temperature is about 27,2" C. The maximum value indicated by RuNrn
(1962) is 37,8" C. During the short-term invasion of cold air massesfromthewinterin
the southern hemisphere (Patagonia), occuring annually once or twice between May
and September, the temperature may drop below 20o C, causing fish mortality in the
lakes (Gr,rsr,nn 1969). On the contrary the difference between the mean temperatures
of the dry and rainy seasons is only 1,6'C (September and March). Thus the daily
amplitudes are higher than the annual amplitudes, Therefore middle Arnazon belongs
to the region with a diurnal climate. According to the KöppnN classification (1931) the
region ranges within the Ami-type. This type comprises those zones in which in spite
of a dry season a tropical rainforest exists.
II. Importance of water-level-fluctuations for the Vegetation
a) Terrestrial vegetation
Besides of the chemiltry of the waters the great water-level-fluctuations turn out to be
especiall.y important for the flora of wide vârzea-areas. At low water-level, approxi-
mately from September to January, large areas remain dry, then becoming covered
again by 10. and more meters of water during'some months of highwater season. During
the dry period the vegetation of these areas can develop on the one hand from seeds,
brought there by wind, birds etc. from drier places, but on the other hand also from
plants which eitheq themselves or by seeds can survive the time of inundation. These
are capable of getting through their whole cycle of development within the more or less
short dry period or, as for perennial plants, ofgettingtoseedripenessinthesameseason.
Many times the seedlings must be in a position to bear the intensive solar radiation on
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Fig.4: Fluctuotion in tronsporency in 2 Vórzeo lokes
mineae-family, either die away in the rising water and then partially cover the surface
of the lakes with their rotten stems at rising water level, or they survive under water until
the next dry period sets in. In this case they can already be classed with the semiaquatic
vegetation (Pasþalum.fasciculatum).In the same way the Igapó (Inundation Forest) ãf the
vârzea 
- 
being completely different in species composition from the Igapó of thá black
waters 
-- 
represents an adaptation of this kind. As to the settlement sequence of the
stock of trees on newly developing banks of alluvial land, more exact information isgiven by llunnn (1909). Further data can be found in lluncr (1966).
b) Aquatic and semiaquatic vegeration
For the settlement of aquatic and semiaquatic vegetation the high water level fluc-
tuations are also of decisive importance. Exclusively submerged forms being rooted in
the 
.ground can easily get dry at falling water, at rising water, however, the light
conditions quickly deteriorate, as the depth of visibility (measured with the Secjri-
<lisc) is not very great in.the lakes (Fig. 4). subject to the morphology of the lake it may
happen that under the influx of fresh Arnazor- water from time to time the degree of
visibility is further appreciably decreased owing to richness in sediments (Fig. 5): Thusit is not striking that higher, exclusively submerged plants play a rather small role in the
várzea-region. Iir the lakes of the surroundings of Manaus only Utricularià sþ. (Family
Lentibulariaceae) was found.
Under these environmtntal conditions, however, the development of' the floating
vegetation reaches gigantic. extents. Floating forms can be regaràed as being optimalt|
adapted to the conditions in thevârzea in so far as they always remain 
--i1 spit. otthe continually chánging water level 
- 
in the light climate, which is optimal foithem.
Although also in this case an absolute dry-fall often effects the decay oi the plants, the
development of masses, however, makes the survival of parts of the þopulatiån possiblein the remaining water-accumulations and at humid pla.es; with^rising watËr these
parts vegetatively increase explosionJike, gaining their former population ãenrity within
a short time. Furthermore, seeds and spurs respectively also gettogermination, butitmust
be pointed out that in an aquatic and semiaquatic vegetation the vegetative reproduction
plays a far more important part than the sexual reproduction with Ãgard to the increase
of the population.
^ 
Whereas the falling dry of the lake bottom signifies the death of merely aquatic floating
forms, it just offers to a.group of semiaquatic plants the possibility to populate thii
biotope. As mentioned before in the.preceding chapter, it is difficult, ho*årrË., to draw
the line between land- and water-vegetation in theÀmazon region, and in seváral plant
families there are sliding transitions (e. g. Gramineae, cyperaceae, Leguminosae).
III. On the Ecology of the population-forming species
The ecological observations over a period of lB months, (2 periods of high water andI of low water), made on the áquatic and semiaquatic vègelation shall-be presented
here in this chapter. Only those species are taken into accourrt which are of iniportancein the surroundings of Manaus,
a) Pasþalunz reþens Bnnc (Fam. Gramineae)
Brazilian name: Pirimembeca (Piri .: grass, mèmbeca : soft), after LB corNru (1947)
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Fig.6:Vegetotion of o typicol Vórzeo loke wiih high oscillotions of woter level
(schemqtic)
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Photo 1: Growth ol floating root clusters of þaspalum reþens in a Yi.rzea-Lake
besides Ecltinochloa þolltstach2a mainly contriblrtes to the development of floating islands
which are drifting down the Amazon. The grass can be found in large quantities as r,vell
in the Amazon itself as in the vârzea-lakes. It also appears in Rio Tapajós and in Rio
Madeira. Furthermore, Brecr (1950) mentioned British Guiana ancl Columbia as ha-
bitats, Gnsssen (1959) reported populations in the Orinoco-delta. This species is regarded
as good fodder for cattle and horses.
Development within the course of the year:
With rising water about December an explosion-lihe development of populations
begins. The young plants developing from seeds form an unramiûed stem of up to I m
lengih and 2 mm thickness with 20 to 40 cm long internodes which at their ends carry
a cluster of shoots with leaf-sheds as floating organs that are swelled up blister-like.
Within this range the internodes are only 1 to 3 cm long, the stems are about 5 mm thick.
The stem ramifres in each node, forming there a new shoot. The thin, unramifiect stem
touches the ground, and breaks after some weeks by the influence of wind and currents,
From last year's remnants which have survived other plants grow on the drained ground
or in water pools.
It is a striking fact that at Ihat time there appear two obviously different forms. One
of these is equally green and hairless, whereas the other one, with violet spots, possesses
fine bristles, mainiy at the leaf-sheds. After few weeks both forms start blooming, the
spotted form blooming more extensively during this period, and develop short-stemmed
blossoms and seeds being capable of germination. In a laboratory test about 25o/o of
the seeds germinated after three weeks, the development, however, couldn't be followed.
The spotted form completely disappeared after approximately 2 months and was not
observed again during the high water period.
After the first 4 to 6 weeks, when the grass is only forming short internodes, the growth
changes and the internodes increase to a lenglh of about l0 cm and a thickness of 7 to
l0 mm. Floating bunches of roots, which may get to a length up to B0 cm in the lakes
and firmly connect the particulaî stems among one another, are formed at the nodes
(Photo 1). During the next 4 to 5 months the increased growth contintres, forming a
dense mat which is completely detached from the ground. During this period flowering
plants are seldom,found. The stems can grow very long, and it seems nearly impossible
to detach plants completely from the entanglement. Spnucn (1906) reports a length of
45 feet (:13,72 m) for one stem. According to our observations they may grow con-
siderably longer than reported. Regarding the enormous rapidity of growth during the
first 5 months it should be assumed that larger waters areas would be covered with
grass in.a relatively short time. This is prevented on the one hand þy parasites which in
masses atfack the populations from time to time. F{ere we must especially mention
Diatrea saccharalis (Lepidoptera, fam. Pyralidae) and Cltloroþs s1,. (Diptera, fam. Chloro-
pidae) ùhose larvae undermine the vegetation tips, thus reducing the rapidity of growth
with particularly great success. Sometimes more than 50o/o of the shoots of the various
populations examined were infested, and the plants remarkably began to die away.
Thereby a little population at the Tapajós had nearly completely disappeared. But
generally such mass attacks only last for a few weeks, so that the plants can recover.
Towards the middle of June the real flowering period begins. The vegetaiive tips and
blossoms rise above the water level by 40 to 100 cm. The structure of the grass has kept
on changing. It has hardened and the blister-like swellings of the leafbase have almost






Photo z Different types_ of growth of þasþalum reþens lrorn lelt to the right: 1) young stage withblister-like^swelling on the. leaf base,-2) Older stage with redùced Élirt.rJIk. sõellings





Photo 3 : Old stem of
þasþalwn reþens with clusters
ofhard, thin sprouts.




population fallen dry on the
top ofthe trees.




land form on the nodes.
beginning of the main flowering period the growth considerably decreases and continues
to a small degree only at the margins of the populations, so that from then onwards there
is hardly a possibility for larger water areas to become overgrown. Very large quantities
of seeds are produced, which after lalling down, mostly get stuck in the root system, but
there the seeds normally do not germinate. During the investigations on the animal
popr-rlation in the roots examined large quantities of seeds were found again and again,
and only in very few cases germinating seeds were recorded. The factors timiting the
germination of the seeds could not be studied at this stage. It might be possible that the
seeds need a longer time of rest or of dry period before germination.
Soon after blooming has ceased, the grass populations partially "grow old". The parts
standing.above the water surface, dry up and collapse. Thereby, the shadows casted by
the plants get reduced very much; this allows an infiltration of sun rays to a large
extent onto the surface, and thus the temperature rises to more than 40 o C, because
through the clense root system the circulation of water is only possible at a reduced rate.
The grass begins to get rotten and the high temperatures obviously support this pheno-
menon. Generally there is no decay in the less dense marginal region of the population,
as at these places thê population is young and there is a good circulation of water (com-
pare p. 483tr). Insicle the grass-area, at the nodes of the plants near the water-snrface
bunches of thin, hard sprouts develop, which grow up vertically and form a hard root
system (Photo 3). With dropping water level the grass-areas partially drift out of the
lakes into the Amazon, to a large extent they get stuck on the tops of the bushes in the
vârzea-igapo, which are floocled during high water level (Photo 4). The quantity of
the grass dried up in this way is so large that, at a far way distance it almost gives the
impression of an agriculturally utilized area (GnssNnn 1959).
A part of the grass falls on to the dry ground and here some of the sproLrts and clusters
of sprouts take roots and develop into a terrestrial form (Photo 5). This form is small,
has hard stems about 2 mm thick and small hairy leaves. The blister-like thickenings
at the leaf-base have completely disappeared. Some four or six weeks later, only a few
20 to 30 cm high clusters of the large populations can still be found among a lot of other
grasses, these clusters being composed of several sprouts whose vegetative development
could be regularly proved.by the decaying rests of old stems (Photo 6) . Consequently
the terrestrial forrn ol Pasþalum reþens is completely different from the aquatic form in its
strlrcture (Photo 2, p.458). Another difference is shown in the water-content of the
stems (Tab. 1), which in the aquatic form is noticeably higher than in the terrestrial
onel). Young populations r'r''hich are characterized by many shoots with an augmented
leaf base and blister-like swellings possess the highest water-content. Olcl floating popu-
lations have evidently minor water-content; they are characterízecl by disappearing
blistered 
.le.af bases, comparatively off shoots, and slower growth, The difference in










1) Only stems were used, because the adherent inorganic suspensoids can easily l¡e removed.
2) Of course, lalgc quantities of stems are requirecl fol exact cletermination of lvater content.
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water-content in the stems of the terrestrial forms can possibly be brought back to their
origin in the different humidity-ratio of their localities.
Further morphological differences exist between plants growing in the running white-
water of the Arnazon rich of suspended solids, and those largely growing in cofineá water.
In running white-watei the floating bunches of root clusters remain considerably smaller
than in the lakes, The average dry weight of the roots of the root clusters in lake water is
about 0,17 g and it is only about 0,05 g in running whire-water (Tab. 2). Furrher, the
roots in the lakes are twice as long as in the Arnazon, Of course here as well the tran_
sitions between the both biotopes are fluctuating.
The differences indicated in the appearance of the forms can be traced back to the
biotope as follows: in the Amazon itself the populations are exposed to the current and
therefore they are continually supplied with new nutrients. On the other hand the
roots act like filters and catch the suspended inorganic material, and the quantity of
sedimeni gathered around the roots stands in proportion to the speed ofthe water current.
This deposition of the sediment can amount to more than tenfold the dry weight of the
roots (Tab. 3).
Table 2: Differences in weight of the roots at Pasþalum reþens in different localities
I. Running white water rich in suspended material
Locality Date
Nodes that are cut off sink quickly down owing to the weight of the sediments attached
to them, It seems quite possible that the plants use these attached substances for additi-
onal nutrition. For a sufûcient nutrition so voluminous a root-system would not be
necessary, as in the case of plants growing in the lakes.
Table 3: Attached sediments in the roots of Pasþalum reþens iî running white-waterl)
Weight of roots






































weight of one root
cluster in g
1) Investigation atParanâ do Xiborena from April to May 1968
On the contrary the plants in the lakes are forced to develop big root bunches,
because normally there exist no appreciable current and inorganic suspended material.
Thus the supply of nutrients is not of the same extent as in the Amazon itself. The
caught voluminous detritus mainly consists of organic material and Fe(OH), that has
precipitated.
Furthermore, the smaller quantities of roots offer weaker resistance against the current
in running white-water, so that the danger of drifting is decreasecl. In spite of this, bigger
quantities of plants are torn off and washed awày agaír. and again. As a result the popu-
lations do not grow as old and dense as in the lakes (Tab.4,5). Concerning the popu-
lation at the Costp do Baixio 
- 
a broad embankment-line with sediments deposited by
the Amazon 
- 
only until May a somewhat more dense central region could develop.
In June even smaller remnants were found, because by thunderstorm and current more
than 3f n of the population had been drifted away'
Table.4: Dry weight of organic substance in the central region of Pasþalum-reþens'
population in running white-water
glrnz
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3. 5. 68 Costa do Baixio
i) Y : sample from the marginal region of rhe population
') C : sample from the central región of the popuìation
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Table 5 Dry weight of organic substance in the central regio' of pasþarunrreþens-
populations in várzea_lakes










































































The plants often keep their blister-like swelling on the shoots at such locations which
are exposed to the current and grow up with undiminished rapiclity until the populationgets dry (compare p. 483ff"') due to low water. The thin, hãrcl shoots sprolting from6 to B months-old lake-populations are not cleveioped ìí sr-rch thin populations, ancldecaying ones observed in the central region of ål.l luk.-populations could not be
registered in the thin populations of running white-water. Noimally due to the fltrctua-tions of watet level Pasþalunt.ïeþens goes through a change of biotope from water to Ìand,this, however, results in an important loss of substance. But obviåusly it is also possibléthat populations of this species live merery aquatic, for a long time. At Lågo closPassarinhos, a lake with only slight water revel flucttátions, or, ,i. isrand of cäreiro,the grass grew up at places where, the whore year rouncr, the crepth of water was atleast 2 m.
, 
In conclucling we may say that Pasltalunt reþens is very much adaptecl to a floatinghabitat and it grows luxuriantly in the aquatiã environment.
b) Echinochloa þo12stacfuta (H. B. I(.) Hrrcr-rcocx (Fam. Gramineae)
S1n': Oplismenus þoþstaclzus H. B. K., Panicunt sþectabileNøns, Echinoclzloa sþectabilis Lrxr.
Braziljan name: "canarana fluvial". After Br,acr< (r950) arso ,,capim de Angola,,,
"capim de Pernambuco", at Rio Tocantims "capim 'capiv'ara,,, ir.¡ Þ".u .,Gramalote,,.
, 
B.esides Pasþalunt reþens, Ech^ino,chloa þoþstach2¿ is the most important species contri-buting to the developmen-t of the iloating meadows in the várzea. These two speciestogether represent about 80 to g0o/o of floating grass in the Amazon ancl most of the
vâtzea-lakes in the surrounclings of Manaus. Eciinochtoa þoþstach2a is also of great im-portance as cattle fodder in the vârzea-region. Many times it il preferred. to"paspalunt
reþens,fot it has Ìower contents of water (Tab. 6). Br,ecr (1950) sta.tåd that it is.*påi.llyliked by the cattle, whereas horses prefer softer species of grasses. F-urthermore, he
makes mention of reports, stating that the seecls oi Echinochtía poþstachj,ta are usecl forhrtman food, however, he himself couicl not observe such utilization. We have not
observed either anything like that. Accorcling to our observations in 1967 and 196g
more- than 90o/o of the seediings we.re destroy..l by lr.rru. of a species from the familyCecidomyidael), that is why an utilizatíon fár human conr.r-ptiån was just impossible.
1) As these larvae themselves were attacked ancl clestroyecl, except the puparia, by a spccies lromtlre family of Chalcidiclae, that is why tþey coulcl not U.'.1"ñ.r"¿-','o;;"""#rü.'
Photo 6: Pasþalum reþens terrestrialform, Photo 7: Floating stem of Echinochloa þol2stacha
with floating root clusters.
J,r-:1 '
Photo 8: Population of Echinochloa þol2stacha and Pasþalum reþens during the dry period.
1
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Table 6 Difference in water content of the stems of Echinocliloa þoþstaclrya
waterlorm landlorm
Date
prrre Echinochloa þoþstachlta-population growing rooted in the ground near the banks,
and the Pasþalumreþens-popwlation is free floating in the deeper water (Fig. 6). It is true
that particularly in the Amazon itself the populations are again and again torn off,
drifted away and mixed by wind and currents, especially when the grass grows up to
1,5 m above water level, thereby offering a wide surface of impact to the wind. Thus, it
results that torn off Echinochloa þoþstach2a-populations can exist in any place without
contact to the ground for some weeks. \ly'hen, however, an evident damage is caused,
this damage is recognized by the development of fresh, vertically growing sprouts at
the nodes of the otherwise not branched stems (Photo 9). The same process was always
observed at pieces of stems which were considerably damaged by current, or were par-
tially rotten; they developed similar sprouts in large numbers. In lakes with a relatively
constant water level, Pasþalum reþens was found, but not Echinochloa þoþstach2a (Lago dos
Passarinhos, LagoJacaretinga, Lago Liubal)). The mode of growth points to the fact
that this species of grass in its existence directly depends on the fluctuations of water
level and needs a dry period for development. Thus Echinochloa þoþstach2a cannot be
defined as floating grass in the same sense as ís Pasþalum reþens.
c) Pasþalum fasciculatum \Mrr-r-o. (Fam. Gramineae)
Brazilian name: '(Murí", "Capim Morí". After Br,ecr (1950) in Goiás "Capim do
Araguaia", in Mato Grosso "Capim da Praia",
Pasþalum fasciculatum is one of the most frequent grasses on the banks of rivers and
lakes of tlae vârzea. After Cuess (1944) larye, almost pure populations also exist at Rio
Paraguai and at Rio Apure, an affluent of the Orinoco (Venezuela).
According to Le Corxrr (1947) thegrassasafodderplantisofmedium value. Itissaid to
give a disagreeable taste to the milk. Pasþalum fasciculatum has its vegetation period
during the low water period. The flowering time at Manaus begins approximately
about February. The grass forms dense populations up to 3 m high, so that a machete
is necessary to get through.
The wooden, hard stems are firmly anchored in the ground, so that the plants can
well resist to currents. In.contrast to the other plant species, described here, Pasþalum
fasciculatum does not grow accompanying rising water level, but becomes completely
flooded by it. It is not a floating grass, but firmly fastenecl on the bottom. Smaller
floating islands, appearing from time to time, come from slipping bluffs (Braz. "terras
caidas") with vegetation on them. During the dry period mixed populations of Pasþalum
fasciculatum and Echinochloa þoþstach2a are frequently found. Then with rising water level
a separation takes place, because Echinochloa þoþstaclrya grows up with the water, whereas
Pasþalumfasciculatum is gradually flooded. fn case of a coexistence of all the three species,
Paipatum-fasciculatum, Echinochlo'a þoþstachlta and. Pasþalum repens forin three zones in the
bank regions of rivers and lakes: Pasþalum fasciculatum rises above water level only near
the bank. The population may, however, continue at the bottom up to a depth of 6
to 10 m, subject to the water level. Echinocltloa þoþstachlta, populating almost the same
area, grows up with the water, forming the second zor'e at the water surface, the stems
rooting in the ground among the immersed plants of the Pasþalumfasciculatum-population.
In the front of these t}re Pasþalum reþens-pop\lation forms the third zone, being mostly
not in contact with'the bottom, and anchors with its tendrils among that of Echinochloa
þoþstach2a. This "Paspalo-Echinochloetum" can be regarded as a characteristic plant-
adsociation for the vârzea-region of the medium Amazon.
') The examined lakes will be described in details in the second paper





6. 9. 68 2.3.68
348 cm 332 crn
272,9 g 381,7 g
45,1 g 86,2 g83,syo 77,4yo
7,4-2 crn
Annual development:
With rising water level the populations or Echinochloa þoþstaclryø that have survived thedry period, highly increase and the prants grow ,rp v..ticuily, b"ut in contrast to pasþarum
reþens 
,they keep attached to- the ground. Just as pasþalum'íeþens they develop flåting
root-clusters at the nodes, which, however, are by far smaller and harder than those ofPasþalum reþqns (Photo 7). The main flowering time rasts from .tprit to July. A lor ofblossoms are developped, the number of seedq however, being reiatively-smar, for, asmentioned before, the majority of the seedlings are destroy"d È'y larvae irom tnÉ raáityCecidomyidae' Moreover many birds *.r. ù"n at the paniclás. Brecr indicates thatthe seeds are preferably eaten by "marrecas" (different rp""i., of ttre family Anatidae).As proved by laboratory investigations the seeds can þerminate aîter a'short timá,
P"t. iî na-ture-the vegetative^reprãduction is predomina"i. err y.""f sprouts examinedhad developed vegetatively from old, partialÇ almosr ,otten ,tám_pi.c.r.
After the main flowering time the growth of Echinochloa þoþstach2a populations alsodecreases tremendously, and. the plants partially turn y"rioílrrr-jr.en. with fallingwater level the wooden, hard stems ìhng iogether more ,î¿ more densery]
formlng an entanglement 
_where hardly a boat can' get through. Because of the poordevelopments of roots at the nocles there is a better elchange of *u,.r. here in contrastt2 Pasþalum reþens. The temperatures in the central ,egio"n do not remarkably rise.Furthermore, destruction was not of such an extent us ob*s.rrr.d in pasþalum reþens.
When the lake-bottom falls dry, the old stems begin either rotting or take roots inthe,ground. New sprouts are developed at the nodes*and then grow up to big clusters
of about 2 m height, and these together with Pasþalutnfasciculatumirorrr. l.o.rrpu íe p. a67)
lnain f3tt-9f the dry-period-vegetation of the vârzea-lake-bottom and the river banks(Photo B). The difference between land- and waterform is not so rariki.rg as that ofPasþalum reþens- The stems, though growing up to more than 20 m in water, do not showstriking differences in stem-thick.rãs unã lËaf-size etc., hke ttros. or pasþalum reþen;s;.Special floating organs like the blisterJike swellings of túe ,hoots, u, ànr.r,r.a i., yáu.rgPa.sþalum reþens-plants, are not developecl either. The internodes åf the plants are filledwith aerenchym for floating. There is indeed a difference in water-content, but not soevident as in the case of Pasþalum reþens.
The grass is.more dependent on the ground as a subslrate. This accounts for the clear
zonation which can be observed again ánd again at the banks of the Amazon and inthe lakes. If both species are represented in ùe.same area, there is normalry a rather
1) See page 461 for note 2)
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-Photo 9: Old stem of
Echinochloa þoþstacha
damaged by the current
with vertically grown
new shoot.
Photo 10: Population of
Or2za þerennís in the marginal
region, slightly damaged by
the turbulance.
Photo 11: Victoria regia.
' l! 
-_..,.Þ
1-he danger of being drifted away is of course great for the populatioîs of Pasþalunt
reþens aîd also for Eclzinocltloa þolystaclrya, Pasþalum fasciculatu¡n is anchored so firmly that
there is hardly any danger of being drifted away. Therefore this grass is of special
importance for the stabilization of shores and sedimentary banks. Besides the cttrrent is
weakened and the sedimentation is enhancecl through the dense mass of stems. While
describing the populations at Rio Paraguai, Crrasn (1944) points out that through the
sedimentation-enhancing effect an area of some thousand square kilometers is changed
fi.rst into marshy land and then, with the immigration of other plant species, into dry
land (compare p. 479).
ð) Leersia ltexandra Swenr (Fam. Gramineae)
Brazllianname:"Cené\Lâr\a"r "Capimperipomongo", "Andrequrcé"r"Arroz bravo",
"Attoz de Caiena".
Leersia lrcxandra is spread over the whole tropical region of South America (Brecr
i950). In Amazonia the distribution-area reaches from the foot of the Andes until
the rrrL¡uth of the Amazon. In Trinidad as well as on Marajó (the large island in the
Amazon-mouth), this species lives in shallow lakes, which are surrounded by Montri-
clmrdia arborescens Scuorr (Fam. Aracea e) , G2nerium sagittatum Bn.q.uv. (Fam. Gramineae)
and C2þerus giganteus Vaul (Fam. Cyperaceae). According to MIpeNoe (1907) Leersia
ltexandra especially populates the "Mondongos" on Matajó, which are muddy, humid
depressions. Other large populations are described by Br.¡.cr ( 1950) in the várzea of Rio Cu-
parí. Occasionally this species happens to appear in mixed populations with other grasses.
Near Santarém Br,.rcr found these ârlrong Pasþalum reþens. According to Br-.A,cr the
extensive distribution of Leersia lrcxandra in Trinidad has been accelerated by the fire
which destroys the intindation forest and thus facilitates its advance. LE CoINTE states
that it is susceptible to fire and destruction by footsteps of cattle. In spite of the sharp
edged leaves Leersia /texandr¿ is considered as one of the most valuable floating foclder
plants.
In'the strrroundings ol Manaus more important populations of this species were
primarily found in lakes where the water level showed little fluctuation (Lago dos
Passarinhos, LagoJacaretingar)), or at places which remained humid even during low
water level (some bays of Lago do Rei, Lago Castanho, Lago Parú1)). Evident differences
between land- ancl waterforms, such as found in Pasþalum reþens coLtId not be observed.
It was very often the case in lakes with a relatively constant water level that one part
of the population was normally terrestial or paludal, whilst the other was floating for
years or even always at the water slrrface (Lago dos Passarinhos). In 1967/68 the water
level of Lago Jacaretinga had reached its low point and the part of the population having
grown above the water level for more than I to 1,5 m died away..dll these observations
indicate that Leersia ltèxandra is susceptible to dryness. This seems to be reason why no
floating.populations were observed on the banks of the Solimões-Amazon. Because of
the considerable annual water level fluctuations they dry Lrp too much during low water
period. Single islands, drifting down the riveir at high water level, probably originate
from lakes.
The dead stems of Z¿¿¡sia luxandra do not decay in water as quickly as those ol Pasþalurn
reþens. This may probably be explainedby the remarkably lower water content (Tab. 7).
A new generâtion of Pasþalum reþens does not find good conditions essential for life at the
sáme place before the preceding one has decayed and there is sufficient room for the
1) The lakes examined will be clescribed more exactly in a second paper
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new plants for their development, whereas the new generation of Leersia hexandra popu-
lates the dead layers of old stems and roots. In the course of time thus a dense floating
cushion develops, growing up to a thickness of 50 cm and more. The rhizomes anã
stems of one generation are very closely interlaced to each other and form a cushion
of horizontal layers (Fig. 7). In Lago dos passarinhos a pure population could bedivided into a maximrrm of 6 such layers. The first 3 layeis had aiready decayed to
a large extent and their lines of separation had almost gone. They were partially loosened
in pieces from the underside of the cushion, so that a state of equilibrium was attained
between composition in the vivid and decomposition in the deal part ol the population
and the maximum density of the cushion was thus attained.
Table 7: Water content of the stems of Pasþalum reþens and. Leersia hexandrainfloating
populations
Plant species Paspalum repens, Leersia hexandra
Waterlorm Waterlormyoung old
rvind (Photo 10). This species does not seem to be highly adapted to a floating habitat,
because the torn off plants soon get rotten, although small root-clusters are developed
at the nodes. Ln CorNre mentions that Oryza species also contribute to the formation
of the floating islands; in that case, however, it must have been only those plants which
were torn off and drifted away. In the Amazon River Or2za þerennis was only found
sporadically at places which were protected from the current. In lakes with little fluctua-
tion in the water level this species was not found. This may probably be due to the
germination by seeds at the lake bottom and therefore to a dependency on a period of
Iow water.
Cattle like to feed especially on young populations, therefore the animals often go
into the water. LE CorNrn, does not mention this species, but observed a related species
(Or1,,za subulala Nnns.), which has a high fodder value until its ripeness, afterwards, how-
ever, it may become dangerous for the cattle because of the awns of the seeds.
h) Family Cyperaceae
Some species of the Family of Cyperaceael) require biotopic conditions similar to ihose
of Leersia hexandra. They shall be treated here altogether. The most important species
in the lakes examinéd by us was Scirþus cub¿nsis Porpp Ku¡¡tH., and it was also found by
Menrrnn (1965) in Lago Redondo, a lake at the IIha do Careiro. Many times this
species was found in large pure populations where Leersia ltexandr¿ was also present in
large quantities. The strong root-system and the hard rhizomes lead to the formation of
dense floating cushions. The process of decay goes on rather slowly 
- 
as it does in the
case of Leersia luxandra 
- 
so that older populations ofthese species also grow up on their
own dead remainders.
i) Other floating plants
The most common species are:
Eichhornia crassiþes M.+nr., (Fam. Pontederiaceae)
Re ussia rotundifolia L. (Fam. Pontederiaceae)
Neþtunia oleracea Loun. (Fam. Leguminosae)
Fh2llanthus fluitans (F arn. Euphorbiaceae)
Jussiaea natans IIuu. Bowpr-. (Fam. Onagraceae).
Pistia stratiotes LrNN. (Fam. Araceae)
C er atoþ teris sþ ec. (F am. Parceriaceae)
Saluiniø auriculata Auerer (Fam. Salviniaceae)
Azolla spec. (Fam. Salviniaceae)
. Marsilia sþec. (Fam. Marsiliaceae)
Optimal conditions of development for the smaller species are especially found in the
calm bays of the vârzea-lakes which are protected from winds and currents. It happens,
however, again. and again that parts of the populations are drifted into the Amazon
River where they are attached to clods of floating grasses. Only the large and robust
species such as Pistia stratiotes, Eiclthornia crassiþes and Reussia rotundi,folia find conditions
essential to them near the banks of the Amazon River.


















e) H2menachne amþlexicaulis (Ruocn) Nrns (Fam. Gramineae)
Brazilian name: "canatana de fôlha miuda", "Rabo de raposa", "capim camalote
da água".
According to Mtn¡,noe (1907) and Lr, CoIx'rn (1947) H2menaclme amþlexicaulis contrí-
butes very much to the formation of floating islands in the Arnazon. Br,,rcr (1950)
describes large populations in the lakes of Rio Cuparí. According to L¡, Corilrn this
grass is especially valuable for cattle as a fodder plant. In the surÃundings of Manaus
we found only a few large populations of this speçies at the Costa do Baixio among
Echinocltloa þoþstachlta. Both species seem to prefer the same biotope. On á trip to Sanl
tarém in June 1968 more important large populations, which hãd taken the place of
Echinocltloa þoþstaclqta populations were found in some backwaters of the Amazon. In
contrast to the statement made by Mrnexoe and Ln, Corr¡.rn this grass does not contri-
bute to the formation of large floating islands near Manaus.
t) Panicum chloroticum Nnns (Fam. Gramineae)
Neither Le CoIr.rrt nor MrneNoe mention this species. Br,¿,cr< (1950) observecl this
species in small number in the lowei Amazon, furthèr he mentions that it was observed
by J. M. Prnns in the upper Solimões.
Around Manaus in Lago Caìado, at Costa do Baixio ancl at Paranâ do Xiborena
Panicum cltloroticum existed sporadically. In Lago Calado this species formed a mixed
population together with Orlza þerennis. Panicum cltloroticum disappeared with rising water
about the end of March in all locations.
g) O12za þerennis Mor,iscs. (Fam. Gramineae)
At the time of investigations in Lago calado ancl Lago Manacapurú important popu-
lations of this species were found. They. grew up wittr rising *ut.r, the stems g"ttirrg
longer than 3 m. The plants kept on faitened tã the bottom ar places protecteá frori
the wind. They were soon torn off and drifted at the surface at loåations exposed to the
















Fig.7: Schemotic cross-section through o pure Leersio
hexondro 
-poputotion
During low water level the floating plant populations can grow unmolested, especially
in secluded lagoons. During the dry period of 1967/68 Pistia slratiotes showed an evidently
high growth in Lago do Xiborena, a vârzea-Iake covering some hectars near the Rio
Negro-mouth. As soon as with rising water the connection with the Amazon was re-
established, the main part of the population was drifted into the river.
Obviously at the same time in other lakes as well a high increase of Pistia stratiotes l:,ad
taken place, for in January enourmous masses of it driftet down the Amazon. At a place
protected from currents vis-á-vis the Rio Negro-mouth the plants got concentrated in
large quantities and covered the river for kilometers, During the rest of the year so big
quantities of plants could not be observed again.
With rising water level a high development, primarily of Sahinia auriculata and Azolla
sþ.,began in the calm lake bays (Lago do Xiborena, Lago Calado, Lago de Manaca-
purú) ; it was probably caused by the influx of fresh Amazon water. IIowever, two
months later, the large quantities drifted away and the populations were reduced to
their normal size. Compared to the semiaquatic Gramineae and Cyperaceae these plants
were not so important with regard to the production of organic material. Among the
species registered Victoria regia LrNoøt. (Fam. Nymphaceae) is also found down to
depth ofwater of B-10 m. It is always an impressingviewforanonlookertoseeasecluded
Iake bay covered some times'with hundreds of the huge leaves of this plant (Photo ll).
Utricularia sp. (Fam. Lentibulariaceae) was the only submerged plant in the surroundings
of Manaus. In Lago Calado and Lago Manacapurú it appeared as early as in January,
soon after the beginning of the rising water level, but during the whole period of investi-
gation it was not observed in large quantities.
It is a strikingfaú1hat Eichhornia crassiþes does not develop in masses in theAmazon
region, whereas in other tropical regions it can completely cover even vast water areas
within a short time, and may become a real pest (Brnc 1961, Bex.o 1965, veN DoN-
sELAAR 1963-1969 a. o.). The reason why it is not found in great numbers in the Ama-
zoÍr, càrr probably be attributed to a large number of biotic and abiotic regulating
factors in its original distribution area. Biotic factors are altack of parasites (BeNNe'rr
and Zwörr¿n 1968) and a keen competition with other floating plants, especially the
one with floating Gramineae. The abiotic mechanisms of regulation are represented by
the nutrient-contents of the waters, the continuous drifting by the current and above
all by the high water level fluctuations, which annually destroy more than 90o/o of the
floating populations. If this complicated balance does not exist 
- 
for instance in areas
where the plant did not exist before, but was introduced or accidently brought in 
- 
or
if this balance is disturbed, a development in masses may occur (Borscu 1970). These
mass develópments are ín any case thè indicators for a deeply disturbed natural balance.
IV. "Secondary colonizatíon" of floating populations with Macrophytes
The floating vegetation has opened àrr area of hundreds of square-kilometers as a new
space requiréd for life, in the lakes of llne vârzea-region as well as in the Amazon itself.
This, however, does not put an end to the development. The floating plant masses on
their part represent another specific biotope that can be o'secondarily" settled by non-
floating species.
Life time, type and density of the floating substrate are of decisive importance for a
colonization by non-floating plants. These depend on the biotope, the species of plants
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older ones, because only in the course of time the greatest possible density of population
will be reached. Besides, the part of dead pieces of plants increases until the balance
between decrease ancl increase of substance will be reached. Corresponding to that it may
be said that up to a certain degree the density offloating cushions increases with their age.
Ifwe regard the above described plants under these aspects, the following three groups
can be registered:
L populations existing only for few days or weeks
2. populations existine for several months
3. populations existing for several years or decades,
Group 1 is formed by Eichlrcrnia crassipes, Saluinia auriculata, Azolla sþ., etc. Though
being able to cover larg water areas, these species do not offer an everlàsting space fãr
colonization to "secondary colonizers", for they are not closely bound to each other and
thus can be torn off and drifted away by wind and current after a short time. A ,,secon-
dary colonlzation" by macrophytes does not take place in this case.
Group 2 is primarily formed by Pasþalum reþens and Echinochroa þoþstachjta.
A "secondary'colonization" takes place to a small extent, generally limited to one
yeat, and' include often climbing species. Repercussions on the primary populations are
normally not lound.
Grotrp 3 consists of Leersia hexandra and all sorts of floating species of the Family
Cyperaceae.
In this case also perennial plants growing more siowly have time enough for coloni-
zation. Besides, when settling, they find a relatively compact medium for an easy rooting.
Just by the root system of the perennial newly imported species the floating cushion
is kept together more densely. Leaf-fall makes it more and more solid, an¿ in the course
of time a sort of soil-formation takes place. This on the other hand allows a colonization
to other terrestrial species. In the meantime the conditions of the biotope have so much
deteriorated, that the first colonizers have mostly been extinguished and at times can
only be found in the marginal regions, where they gradually enlarge the floating island.
The newly developed community of plants, however, keeps its bìotope for lts-er. lne
age of such cushions may be indicated by their thickness and the vegetation growing
on them. In Lago Parú a floating island which had grown to a thickness of more thanI m (Photo 12, 13) was examined. The lower margin could not be studied with certainty.
The density was comparable to that of peat. Besidãs various grasses and ferns, the island
was also covered withcecroþia.if. (Fam. Moraceae) and,cassia grandis L,F, (Fam.Legu-
minosae). On other islands Bombax munguba Monr., (Fam. Bombaceae) and Montriciar-
dia arborescens,Scuorr (Fam. Araceae) were found. According to reports of local inhabi-
tants these islands on the lakes are drifted away by the wind, At a lower water level
they remain on the dry lake-bottom for a long time. With rising water level, however,
they begin again to float. At times they can be a real handicap tã navigation, when i. e.
closing the connection of the lakes with the Amazon. Sometimes during the dry season
they are burnt by the inhabitants, and during high water level are sawn to pieces and
hauled by boats into the Amazon, where the plant masses are drifted away by tlìe current.
As a rule it is very difficult for other species 
.to gain a foothold in a biotope that is
already densely populated by another species. Thus, the appearance of largå floating
areas of Leersia ltexandra or of Scirþus cubensis, does nof necessarily lead to a:,secondar!
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Photo 12: Floating island with "secondary population". On the marginal region exist the primary
species: Leersia hexandra and Cyþerut sþec. (Lago Parú).
Itt
Photo 13: Central region ofthe floatingìsÌand.
-Photo 14: Mechanical damage to Pasþalum reþens in the current region of the Amazon
colonization" with the above described consequences. This is proved by large pure
populations of these species and by the fact that floating islands with an extreme "secon-
ãary population" will not be found in all lakes that are qualified for the formations of
such islancls.
V. Subdivision of tlne vi¡rzea waters into biotopes
As far as the floating vegetation is concerned, the waters of tlne vârzea regions can
be subdivided into different biotopes. Each of these biotopes is created and limited by
factors which fundamentally influence the existence, the composition of various species,
and the development of the floating vegetation. From ecological studies made on a
single species of plants in the preceding chapters, a conclusion will be drawn on these
biotopes in general.
A. Current region of the. Amazon
(Free water area)
Biotope-forming factors :
á) strong currents and strong undulations
b) deep water
c) high quantities of fine, suspended, inorganic material, and small degree of trans-
parency (about 30 tci 40 cm)
d) homothermal layer of water
e) relatively constant pH-value (about 6,8)
relatively high electrical conductivity values (about 60 pSzo)1)
B. Bank- and sedimentation zones in the Amazon
Biotope-forming factors :
a) weak current
b) shallow water; dry at low water level
c) variable land-water-limitation in respect to water level
d.) great quantities of fine, suspended inorganic material and low transparency
e) homothermal layer
f) relatively constant plI-value (about 6,8)
relatively higtr electrical conductivity values (about 60 p.Sro)
C. Yârzea lakes with high fluctuactions in water level
(with continuotts connection to the main river)
Biotope-forming factors :
a) normally no cuîrent
b) shallow water; during dry period noticeable fall of water level; mainly dry
c) only sometimes turbid by inorganic suspended material andnormallygoocltrans-
parency (80 to 200 cm)2)
d) temperature stratifi.cations with normally diurnal changes
e) changing plI-value, changing content of electrolytes2)
1) Further cletailed investigations on the chemistry of Solimôes-Amazonas and vâtzea lakes are
bäing concluded by Scnvror in Manaus.
2) Measurecl values are given in the description of biotopes in the second paper along with the
nvestigation of aquatic animals.
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Photo 1.5 Slleall Pasþalum rep¿ns popùlation (Paraná do Xiborena)
,?
D, Yârzea lakes with relativeÌy small fluctuations in water level (connection with main
river only at the time of highest water level)
Biotope-forming factors :
a) no current
b) shallow water, in dry time only slightly falling water level.
The other factors as in C, above.
vI. The aquatic and semiaquatic vegetations of the biotopes mentioned
a) The vegetation of the current-region
The determining factors for settlement in the current region of the Amazon are the
strong current and the undulation. The current very quickly carries the drifting vege-tation away. If we take into account, that from other biotópes, new plants arJ con"ti-
nuatly drifted into the river, the current region may be regaràed as a blotope of its ownin so far as it keeps the drifting plants alive because of thJ relatively good conclitions of
nutrients and light, so that their growth may even be advanced. b.r1 i1 the long runthe considerable water-movement has rather a negative effect on the dr;fting iopu-lations. Because of the continual mechanical strain, caused by the waves, stems and
roots are ir{ured 
.and the plants get,completely flooded in the course of time (photo 14).Exclusively robust floating forms Iike Eichhornia, Reussia and, Pistia can tolerate this
strain longer. Ilowever, mechanically injured prants were found again and again inthis region.
Under these circumstances the current region of the Amazon is to be regarded as abiotope that cannot be permanently occupiecl by vegetation. The living plants which
are drifted in from other biotopes will sooner or latei be destroyed by the consiclerable
water movement, if not drifted away by wind or current into more favourable biotopes.
- 
The dependency of the current-region on the other biotopes is accentuated by thefact that during the low--water period, beginning about Octåber and lasting untii De-
cember, no or only small 
-quantities of floating vegeiation are founcl in thê iiver. Onlywith rising water level, when the conneciion with the isoiated waters is re-establishej,
bigger quantities of floating plants appear in the river.
The characteristic succession of species can therefore easily be explained by their
ecological requirements. shortly after the beginning of rising wáter level, about
J?lluty, mainly plants not forming compact masses, get out intá the main stréam, (in
1968 Pistia stratiotes was first and foremost).
These species have increased undisturbecl. in isolated waters) which were cut off from
the main stream for some time. As soon as the water level rises the connection is re-
established, and they are drifted into the main stream. The influx of fresh white-waterinto the lakes increases the ratio of growth of the remaining plants, so that with the
rising water level 
- 
about the beginning of March 
- 
.oliu.utively many plants,
which are not forming compact masses, can appear in the current region. EspËcially,
Pasþalum-reþent can appear at the same time in small masses, for this species .u^ ulro
survive floating in isolated waters. At the beqinning of a rising water ievel, however,
the connections of the lakes with the A"'azon ar. gå...11¡u.;; 
".;;;*. Therefore rhecompact masses of Pasþalum reþens are generally kept back. At a further rise of the water
level the mouths of the lakes widen and parts of thË popularions highly increased by then
are drifted into the main stream. During this perioclã considerable'inár.ur. of vegeiation
sets in on the banks as well. After a few week the quantity of Pasþalum reþens sLrrpasses
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that of the other floating plants within the current region. At that tírne Echinochloa
þoþstaclrya does not yet appear, as the growing up populations are still fastened to the
bottom, Only aboutApril moreandmoreislands of Eclûnocltloaþoþtstachyaappearbecause
current increases with rising water level in the bank-regions, and carries off parts of the
populations. The violent thunderstorms setting in about May also partially loosen the
plants in the lakes from the bottom and drift them away, so that from that time on,
more than 90o/o of the vegetation drifting down the river is composed of almost equal
quantities of Pasþalum reþens and Echinochloa þoþstaclrya. At sinking water level the water
of the lakes carrying large amounts of floating islands runs back into the river. In the
course of time larger and larger areas of the lake bottom fall dry, on which the popu-
lations remain, so that in 1967 from October until December only very little floating
vegetation was found in the main stream. As the Amazon does not rise and fall equally
every year (Fig. 2), the appearance of the diverse species can vary even by months.
b) The vegetation of the bank- and sedimentation-regions
The bank- and sedimentation-regions in the Amazon represent a biotope which may
have a size of many hundred square-kilometers. The decisive factors for the population
of this biotope must be seen in the changing water-land-limitation, and this is mostly
related to the diminution of currents.
At places protected from currents, the river deposits sediments on areas of often
several square-kilometers. In the course of time the river-bed thereby becomes more and
more shallow, until finally at dry periods large sedimentary banks emerge from the water.
Then the colonization starts mainly by Echinochloa þoþstach2a, Pasþalum reþens arrd lþme-
nachne amþlexicaulis, Pasþalum fasciculatum advancing more and more from the banks.
Salix humboldtiana Wnro. (Fam. Salicaceae) settles down as the first tree in the highest
places. With rising water an explosionlike development of vegetation sets in. The plants
grow up with the water and form huge "floating meadows".
The strong thunderstorms, generally in May, however, Ioosen considerable parts of
the 
.populations and drift them away. Ilere Pasþalum reþens ís especially concerned,
as mentioned before, because it forms the zone which is often totally carried away into
the river.
The same conditions apply to the small shore-lines (Photo 15). But there the protected
sector is only a few meters broacl and the populations are frequently torn off. Nevertheless
generally a new colonization takes place.
This may happen through plants carried there by currents.rln this case Pasþalum
reþens is predominating. The colonization may also have started from the landside
namely by populations, which were not inundated before, but afterwards were flooded
and finally begin to 
.grow with rapidity. This is particularly the case fot Echinochloa
þoþstach2a. The dynamic in this area is shown by Pasþalum reþens popwlations, for they
permanently keep the appearance of young plants (compare p, 483). An exception,
however, are the bluffs where the river strongly erodes, Flere, the watermovement is so
intensive and the erosion of banks is so quick, that a colonization is hardly possible.
During dry periocl here and there the sedimentation-zones and shorelines are used for
agricultural plrrposes by the inhabitants. In addition to this there are also large jute-
plantations (Corchorus caþsularis L., Fam. Tiliaceae). For this purpose the original vege-
tation, consisting mainiy of Pasþalum fasciculatum and Ecltinocltloa þoþstaclrya, is cleared off.
These areas are especially fertile, for every year the river deposits a layer of fresh sedi-
ments. The sedimentation is supported by the semiaquatic plantpopulations, which
recluce the current, keep the suspended material with their entanglement of stems and
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roots (compare p. 469) and protect the banks from erosion. Thus autochthonous popula-
tions, mainly or Pasþalum fasciculatum and Echinochloa þoþstach2a can be ,.gurdËd ,,indicators of areas for agricultural utilization. Pasþalum repins twíns out to be a less good
indicator, as there is no direct connection with the g.orr.rà which is primarily due tJ thefloating habitat of this species. In order to get an optimal utilization of ihese areas,
however, it would be indispensable to measure regulaily the water levels in the bigger
affluents and in the upper course of the Solimões-Amazon so as to be able to pred*ict
the rising water level some weeks before, because on this last consequence the agrono-
mically utilizable area is dependent. The lack of such a preclicrion ãlso in view"of the
actually extensive utilization of these areas can lead to partially important losses inyield and to an inferior quality of products, especially wh..r jui" is teing cultivated
c) The vegetation of vârzea-lakes with high fluctuations in water level
These lakes represent the most important biotope with regard to biological production.
Furthermore they are also the richest in species. All lakes of this kind cãntain 
- 
except
at periods of low water level-large populations of Pasþalum reþens and, Echinoclttoa po'þ-
stacþa (Photo 16). From many places at the shore Pasþalumfasciculatum advances to tfieinterior of the lake. In some lakes populations of Or2za-specles, Illtmenaclme amþlexicaulis
and Panicum chloroticum grow up with rising water. In waters isolated from the rivers,
and especially at rising water level, there is a high increase of Eichhornia, Reussia, pistia',
Salainia, etc. Furthermore, we find there [Jtricularia sþec., at times great populations oi
Victoria regia, diverse floating species of the family Cyperaceae and,Leersia hexandra.
The whole year round more or less large parts of the populations are drifted from the
lakes into the Amazon. This happens especially when water from the lakes flows into
the Amazon, thus causing a stight current within the area of the lake-mouth in the cli-
rection to the Amazon. This can. be brought about by different factors, e. g. by falling of
the river level, by Amazon watei streaming in to the lake above its mouth, by intens"ive
local rainfalls over the lake or in its drainage area or by strong influx from terra-firme-
creeks. Another important factor is drifting caused'by wind. Generally, however, the
inhabitants consider the appearance of an especially great number of floating vegetátionin the Amazon as a sign for stagnation or failing of the river level.
In spite of the high production of organic matter in the vârzea-lakes, there are usually
no organogene symptoms of land formation observed, not to that extent any way as this
phenomenon occurs for example in European waters. FIuncr (1966) refers this to the
fact that there is no zone of reed-plants in the Amazon 
- 
with the exception of Montri-
chardia arborescens Scuorr (Fam. Araceae) 
- 
which develop their roots in the lake-
bottom. our observations seem to be contrary to FIuncr'J ltooo¡ statement, as wehave found e. g. two important species 
- 
Echinochloa þoþstachlta and. Þaspalumfasiiculatum
- 
which are perennially, rooted in large parts of the lake-bottom. During the highest
water level the roots go down to more than B m below thê water.level, aãepth r,ihere
European reed-plants cannot exist. In our opinion it is almost sure that ìhe quick
rernineralization of the organic matter, which ls caused by high temperatures, aná the
lake-bottom falling periodically dry is the reason why no ry-pto-, of land formation are
normally found. On the other hand it must be pointed out that at periods of falling water
level of the Amazon not only inorganic suspendecl material, but also great quãntities
of organic detritus can be washed out óf the lakes, it might either be in the form of
floating islands or in form of small particles. .As the Amazon often falls more than 20 cmper day, the lake water frequently runs out of the narrow lake-mouths at a velocity
of more than 1 misec. The waters soon become so shallow that turbulences caused by
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wind whirl up the lake-bottom, the degree of transparency dropping to less than 20 cm,
In October ß07 ttt. water running out of Lago Calado hacl a transparency of less
than 10 cm. In order to make the phenomenon of land formation understandable, a
detailed investigation would be necessary regarding the balance in the lakes between
material imported and exported. In comparison to the land formation in some Euro-
pean lakes by "schwingrasen" the land formation in vírzea lakes is brought about by
þerennial thick floating islands, which are exclusively built up by the floating vege-
tation.
d) The vegetation of vârzea-lakes with relatively small fluctuations in
water level
Compared to the main river the most important characteristic of these lakes is the
little fluctuation in water level. This biotope is especially qualified for the development
of large, often relatively old populations of Leersia hexandra and diverse floating species
of the family Cyperaceae (Fig. B), whose importance for the organogene processes of
land formation has already been mentioted. Pasþalum reþens, as well as Victoria regia,
Azolla, Eichltornia étc. are found there. Ecltinocltloa þoþstachlta, Pasþalum fasciculatum and
Hltmenaclme amþlexicaulis are nearly almost receding or completely lacking, as their good
development is dependent on an annual dry period of the biotope.
e) The influence of black-water on the vegetation
According to GessNnp (1959) the existence of semiaquatic Gramineae makes it possible
to state e"actly how far the influencè ofblack-lvater can reach, as these do not exist in it;
according to our observations it, how-ever, can be stated that these plants do exist as far
as there Lay be an influence of white-water. Obviously the aquatic and semiaquatic
vegetations are actually capable of existing in black-water, for a few months, and can
grã," u, well, on condition that every now and thenthewatershouldbecomericherin
ãlectrolytes and less acidic. Within the mouth-region of Rio Negro (i. e. Lago Janauarí)
we found very large populations of Pasþalum reþens and Echinochloa þoþstaclrya in pre-
dominant black-water, and the same was valid for Manacapurú. In pure black-water
we did not observe any autochthonous populations of the above mentioned vegetation.
More cleiailed investigation, however, was only made in the lower course of Rio Negro.
Every now and t\e then populations appearing near Manaus were due to drifting by n'ind
or current from other biotoPes.
More detailecl investigations regarding the influence of black-water on the clistribution
of Eichhornia crassiþes Mant. was carried out by Banc (1961) in the Congo region. He
found out that the pH-value was the limitating factor for the distribution of plants.
In waterí with a pH-value below 4,2 Eiclthornia crassiþes was abserit. We need not point
out that there are no fixed transitions between the described biotope and the colonizing
vegetation. Furthermore, this is even favoured by the considerable wa.ter level fluctua-
tions which make tlie transitions between biotopes more variable'
VII. Primary production of Pasþalum reþens Bnxc
As we may conclude from the preceding chapters, the floating plant populations
are of great importance for primary procluction oî tine vírzea-waters. First quantitative
d,ata cãn be found in Menr-¡Bn (1965). For Lago Redondo he reported a production-
surplr,rs of 1.000g dry rveightl^,l2tl, months. Considering that this efficiency of pro-
duËtion is lasting for the whole year, he calculated a net production of 50 t/ha/annum;
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Fhe mentioned, however, that this figure should be regarded with discretion because ofthe method used. This estimation obviously refers to the whole floating vegetation ofLago Redond o where Pasþalum reþens, after l\4enr,rnn ( 1962), represents the main elementofits flora.
Quantitative investigations. of Pasþalum reþens-populations from biotopes investigatedby us show that the estimation of producti,on mentioned above seems too high for thefollowing reasons. The grass is able to cover quickly large water areas with a denseplant-layer, this, however, can only reach a..itrin maxiÃum thickness. According to
our measurements in the vârzea-lakes the quantity of stems in the central region oflhe
older populations amounts to about 100 m/m2. onty in one case the quãntity wasgre3!gr. Including the roots, leaves and dead plant-pieces the dry *.lgt t was about 600to B00g per m2 or 6 to Bt/ha (Tab. 5, p.21). Thiì density is.eached within nearry a6 months' period, afterwards, however, ìt does not considerably increase, since duringthe main flowering period the growth in the central region of túe population is to targã
extent stopped. An increase takes place only in the margirrul ,egiorr, which is not iodense anyway. The period without ány noticéable increase"co-p..ñ"nd, several months.Afterwards the populations die and get rotten or get stuck on the tree-tops and dry upduring low warer level. During the rotting pe.iãd rhe newly developËd n..d, irrin
sprouts do not ptoduce any important quaniities of organic substanci, so that only
after the disappearance of the old population the primary"production can start againto
such an amount as mentioned previously in the tèxt. In ti-te vlnzea-lakes with pärticu-larly high fluctuations of water level this development goes on according to the rhythm
of high and low water.
According to Menltnn's hydrographical clata Lago Redonclo is connected only for
a short period with the Amazon, and shows no distinct clecrease in water level. Thereforeit is possible that populations of different age groups can exist simultaneousry, and
make the impression that the productivity otitre plants is of an equal level durííg the
whole year. But in reality this is not the case, because it depends, ås mentioned before,
on the age and the state of development of the population, so that the reail productioí
surplus is by far less than calculated by Menuen.
Furthermore, the calculation of the real quantity of substance must be taken into
account' because the Pasþalum reþens-poptlations are not so clense in the marginal regions
and there are great variarions in thè ãensities in the central regions (rab. 5, p. iø+¡.According to our estimations the extent of the marginal region-can considerabiy vary,brrt it is normally berween 2 and,3 m. we can only take intõ account about 50o/o of túéplant mass of the central region. If the above mentioned facts are not taken into consi-deration for the various forms of floating populations and the population area is simply
multiplied with the maximum density of naiu.al populations, it i. 
-ig¡t lead to valiesthat undotrbtedly are far.beyond the real quantity àf o.gr.ri. substance. According to
our cautious estimations the productio.r-r.,.p1w of large pãpulations amounts to 6-8 t ofdry substance per hectar per high water period. ¡n 
"ar""ràlàkes with,considerably fluctu-ating level. The decay is accelerated by old popurations falting dry, ,.,.d ev.ry year a
new generation can develop under optimal conditions. This is náí tfte case'in lakes
without great water level fluctuations, so the production rate of these popuìations shouldbe somewhat lower. In the large sedimentátion-areas of the Amaån, i. e. costa doBaixio, where according to our experience populations get less old and dense because
of the hydrographical conditions, a real proclucìion-surplis of 3-5 tlha can be assumecl.Fven lower walues of production are to be expected from the thin populations which 
-because of the currents 
- 
exist within the range of a few meters fråm tfre Amazon bank
only for a short period. These figures, as mentioned above, only represent the developed
quantity of organic substance produced per unit time ancl unit area. This does not,
however, actually reflect the dynamic in which the growth of Pasþalum reþens gets on,
as the quantity of the population-forming seeds or plants is not known. In order to study
this, a floating square wire-net-box of 150 x 150 cm, and 100 cm high with the upper
side open was fixed at the Costa do Baixio. This box dipped in water to a depth of
50 cm. On l4th April 1968, 10 pieces ol Pasþalum reþens-sterns were planted in with
about 1/, to I m length. Simultaneously the same quantity of stems were dried and
weighed. The weight was 39,3 g. On 3rd May 1968 the planted stems were harvested
and dried. They weighed 220 g. This means an increase in weight of 4600/o within
19 days (: 24,2o/o per day).
As just mentioned, this data is just a clue, for it only shows a short period within the
entire development of single plants. Due to the experimental conditions, there might be
mistakes, as the natural conditions were partially disturbed (e. g. it is possible that too
short pieces of stems were planted). Information about the individual development of
Pasllalum reþens wïll first be given by complete curves of growth of the single plants
under different biotope conditions.
There is a relation between individual clevelopmenl ancl population development, the
latter being of great importance for the production of organic substance. Investigations
on this complex of questions will be treated in the following chapter'
Here it must be especially pointed out that in investigations on the growth of floating
populations, lormed by several generations, it is easily possible that methodical mistakes
should occur fot: Leersia hexandra and the diverse floating species of the family Cyperaceae.
These plants grow on their own dead material whose age can only be determined with
difficulty, therefore the real increase per unit time cannot be exactly calculated. In
Lago dos Passarinhos e. g., in an older exclusively Leersia hexandta-population the total
quantity of organic dry substance was 2500 g/mz. For the above mentioned reasons this
figure, however, only indicates the given quantity of floating material ancl cloes not
show any real values of productivity of Leersia lrcxandra,
In comparison to the productivity of Pasþalunz reþens some values for marsh plants are
calculated here. The indicated weights refer to the surface dry mass/ha/annum. Possible
data about the total dry weight are given, and sampling place and author are also men-
tioned (Tab. B). The data are taken from a summary by Lrnrn (1962).
VIII. Investigations on the population development of
Pasþalum reþens Bøuc in different biotopes
As described above (p. 456ff.), aPasþalum reþens-popttlation, wþenallowed todevelop
without ih" i.tfl.,..n"e of currents, first goes through an exponential phase of growth for
4-6 months until the beginning of the main flowering period around June. During this
time it'approaches a certain maximum density in its central region, which results from
the total quantity of organic matter per unit area. Afier the blossom period the growth
largely stagnates. Then it only increases in the marginal region. According to the hydro-
graphical conditions the population decays floating or falls dry'
The growth intensity of the plants is among others related to the quantity of activity
of leaves and shoots. As the leaves of Pasþalum reþens are only active when they are
near the shoots, and die when they are farther away (about 50 cm), it must be possible
to draw conclusions from the relation between the number of shoots and the total quantity
of stems per unit of area on the intensity of growth of the population.
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Table B: Productivity of marsh plants (after Lrr,:ru 1962)
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Besides, at ar| advaîcing age, the number of shoots 
- 
in relation to the quantity of
stems 
- 
is always much reduced by attack of parasites. Likewise a reduction is causedby the formation of flowers) as the shoot which fãrms the blossom, dries up at the ripening
of the seed. Therefore the relation between the quantity of siems 
- 
this i, gù.r, iãlength of stems 
- 
and the number of shoots must ;lso allow a determination oithe age




In 1968 this population developed in a bay.protected from wind and currents ofLago Calado, a vârzea-lake with a continual connection to the main stream near the
]9yn of Manacapurú (Tab. 9). During the period from December to March it was solight that the values were equally true for the marginal and the central region. FromApril to June it was difficult to make a difference Ùetween the two regions because of
water pools dispersed in them, so that samples were taken from the cenlral region onlyfrom July onwards, when a largelylclosed plant-cover of almost I ha had. dãvelopej.The varying density of the populatiJn can bã seen from the great deviations in quantity
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Fig.10:Stem tength per shoot of Pospolum repens in Logo Colodo
Figure 4 shows that the number of shoots in relation to the quantity of stems was
highest in the months of December and January. At that time the plants, which had
mainly developed from seeds, formed internodes of only 3-5 cm length. This made a
quick ramification possible and furthered the vegetative growth. In February the growth
of the whole population had changed. Internodes of 10 cm were formed. The number of
shoots was reduced in relation to the present quantity of stems. This is especially obvious
in the samples from the central region of the population. l{ere, we have a remarkably
lower number of shoots per quantity of stems than in the marginal region, the age of
this part being accordingly more advanced.
The change in the intensity of growth is expressed more clearly when the quantity
of stems per shoot is drawn as a function of time (Fig. l0). Thereby it turns out that the
quantity of stems per shoot shows an especially high increase in the central region from
July/August onwards, whilst in the marginal region from september onwards the
intensity of growth is simultaneously decreased. This depends on the flowering period
which begins in the middle ofJune. InJuly alreaðy, parts of thepanicles were ripe and
dried up, and consequently the number of functionable shoots was noticeably reduced.
In October the population had almost died, so that the quantity of stems per functionable
shoot was exiremely high, and partially the plants were already decaying.
Thus it is possible 
- 
as postulated at the beginning of the chapter 
- 
to see the
development of the population from the relationship between shoots and quantity of
stems per area. The higher the number of shoots per quantity of stems, the younger the
population. The larger the quantity of stems in relation to the number of shoots, the
slower it grows. This interpretation is confirmed by a comparison of the number of
developed shoots per mz (Tab. 9) . This number is reduced from 6G4 ro 4. It musr be
pointed out here, that by this sort of direct comparison misinterpretations may easily
result, as it does not take into account the total quantity of stems. A simple fictitious








































































Although sample I contains 40 shoots/mz and sample 2 only 10 shoots/rnz, the ratio
of growth of the population is the same. The only difference is that in the first case the
sample was taken from the denser part of the population.
Table 9: Relation of quantity of stem length to the number of shoots (Lago Calaclo)
Date
1) In this figure the thin hard sprolrts, appearing newly around beginning of August,
taken into account. They represent a special, well distinguishable lorm of development ol
and dendÊ population, and cannot be compared with the original form of growth(comparep.
z¡ MR : Marginal region CR : Centlal region
Poptr la{ion B
The population developed in Lago Manacapurú, a vârzea-Iake with a continuous
connection to the main river; there is always light current and every now and then there
is a considerable influx of black-water.
From the stem-length/mz (Tab, 10) we can see that there was already in August a
distinctly dense central region. The number of shoots in relation to the stem-length 
- 
as
in population A 
- 
is reduced with advancing age (Fig. il). This reduction, however,
is not noticeable at the same high degree. Towards the end of the year there were more
functionable shoots in the marginal as well as in the central region than in population A.
Correspondingly it turns out that the relation between stem-length and number of
shoots (Fig. l2), which represents the intensity of growth, is slightly reduced in Sep-
tember, this reduction is, however, by far less stronger than in population A. According
to our expectations we find a smaller intensity of growth in the central region than on
the margin, nevertheless at the same time it was considerably higher than in population A.
The results represent exactly the observed development of the population. Though
the ratio of growth decreased from September onwards, the flôwering period lasted
until October, so that this population was still much fresher in October than population
A, which had already completely ceased blooming.
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Fig.13: Stem length per shoot of Pospotum repens
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Fig.11:Number of shoots per 10m stem tength of pospotum repens in
on Costo do Boixio
Shoots/ o Sompte from morginol region
10m stem tength a Sompte from centrol regionLogo tuonocopur.ú
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Fig.12: Stem tength per shoot of Pospolum repens in Logo Monocopurú
III IV V VI. VII. VIII. 1968
Fig.14:Number ot shoots per 10m stem tength of Pospolum


































































































1) In this figure the thin hard sprouts appeâring newly from about October onwarcls are not taken
into consideration. They represent a special, well distinguishable form of development of the olcl ancl
clense population ancl cannot be compared with the original form of growtlÌ.
'z) MI{ : Marginal region CR : Central region
In contrast ol population A the development of population B was not yet finished,
This prolongated period of development may depend on the chemistry of the water,
and also on the good exchange of waters, caused by slight currents between the plants.
Populations in other comparable vârzea.lakes without currents had already fi.nished
their development in October like population A,
l'opulation C
This population developed from March to August at the Costa do Baixio, a sedimen-
tation zone of some square-kilometers on the Amazon. During the whole period of the
development of the population there was a slight current up to 10 cm/sec. at the margin
of the population. Besides during windy weather this area was exposed to considerable
t¡ndulation.
According to stem-length shown in Table 11, a central region was formed. This,
however, remained much lighter than that in the afore-treated populations. The relation
between stem-length and shoots shows no remarkable alterations in the marginal region
during the whole period (Fig. l3). The stem-length belonging ro one shoot comes up
to a maximum of 35 cm. Thus this region of the population was permanently in a young
stage. In the central region the stem-length per shoot was a bit larger, being older, but
the maximum length was only I m. Correspondingly, this is also valid for the intensity
of growth, which is measured by the number of shoors per stem-length (Fig. l4). In
the marginal region there are always more than 30 shoots per 10 m stem-length. This
shows a high intensity of growth during the whole period. In the central region the
July sample shows the lowest intensity of growth with regard to age.
The observed development of the population colresponcls to the data shown in the
figure. In their marginal region the plants had always leaves with blister-like swellings,
which characterize a quickly growing young population. In the older interior region
the bulbs were largely reducecl. The thin hard sprouts and the decaying of the stems,
such as found in the interior of the dense older populations, were not observed during
the whole period, because the population was still too young and very thin, In August
it was drifted away, except some single pieces of a few squaremeters, and in September



































































t¡ MR : Marginal region CR : Central region
Population D
This population grew up in the Paranâ do Xiborena, an.r Arl;razon- side branch near
the mouth of Rio Negro, about 30 m wide. It was permanently exposed to currents. lVe
did not make a difference between marginal and central region, for the population was
at the most 5 m broacl.
The relation between stem-length and number of shoots shows that (Tab. 12, Figure l0),
the plants always,remained in a yolrng stage. Generally less than 30 cm stem-length
were found per shoot.
Corresponcling to this there are normally more than 40 shoots per 10 m stem-length
(Fig. 15). That inciicates a very high intensity of growth during the whole period'
The observed deveÌopment confirms the trends given in the fìgure. During the whole
period tþe plants had leaf-bases with blister-like swellings in their entire population and
grew up quickly. A real central region could not be formed, for already after some
weeks the rnain part of the plants were drifted away. This permanent alteration is also
reflectecl in the fi.gure.
The investigations of four Pasþalum reþens-pop:ulations macle in different biotopes, show
the possibility of presenting data on age and growth intensity by means of the relation
between shoots and stemJength per unit area. This might be of importance in so far as
a few samples allow us to state whether an important increase of organic matter can
be expected or whether the production of the population examinecl has already stopped.
49r

























































































1) If¡n : Marginal region
Summary
Investigations.on the "floating meadows" (Paspalo-Echinochloetum) of tne vârzea-
region of central Amazonia in the surroundings of Manaus were made from May lgô7
until October 1968. The ecology of the dominating species Pasþalum reþens Bøxc,, Pas-
þalum fasciculatunx WILLD., Echinocltloa þoþstaclqta (H. B. K.) IlrrcHrocr, Leersia ltexandra
Swanr (Fam. Gramineae) and diverse subsidiary species (Or2za þerennisMoøxcrt.,H2me-
nachne amþlexicaalis (Ptvocr) Nens, Panicum chloroticum Nens (.Fam. Gramineae), Scirþus
cubensis Poepp Kurqrn. (Fam. Cyperaceae) etc., was studied in details.
Regarding Pasþalum reþens Bnxc, variotrs floating and one terrestrial forms of growth
were observed. Further, quantitative investigations on primary production and the
development of populations of this species were made. As shown by 4 Pasþalum reþens-
populations which were growing under different environmental conditiorx, conclusions
on age and rapidity of growth of the population could be drawn from the relation
between quantity of stems and number of shoots.
The preliminary conditions for a "secondary colonization" of floating populations
by non-floating plants and the repercussions of such sort of colonization on the primary
populations are discussed.
Tlne vârzea-waters are subdivided into 3 biotopes with regard to the floating vege-
tation, and the factors reponsible for them are discussed:
l) Bank- and sedimentation-zones in the Solimões-Amazon.
Dominating species: Pasþalumfasciculatum, Pasþalum reþens, Echinocltloa poþstaclgta,
2) Yârzea lakes with high fluctuations of water level.
Dominating species: Pasþalum fasciculatum, Pasþalum. reþens, Echinocltloa þoþstachya.
Sometimes, however, as well all other mentioned species occur in masses. Biotope
richest in species.
3) Yá*zea lakes with relativel.¡r little fluçtuations of water level.
Dominating species: Leersia hexandra, Scirþus cubensis, Pasþalum reþens.
Both the current-region of the Solimões-AmazorL as a biotope of its own and the
influence of black-water on the.vegetation are discussed.
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Fig.15: Stem tength per shoot of Pospolum repens in Poronó do Xiboreno
Shoots /
10m stem length
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Fig.16: Number of shoots per10m stem tength of Pospolum reÞens in
Poronó do Xiborenq
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